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DIVA re-evaluation of British Imperialism in nineteenth-century China from the
perspective of postcolonial theory./div
Examines disorientation and confusion, and their theoretical implications, in
contemporary narrative film.
"Forced to hid her true identity, Zahra, a teenage genie, finds her chance for
freedom challenged by her love for her master,"--NoveList.
In this first-ever international history of the influential feminist movement Wages
for Housework, Louise Toupin draws on extensive archival research and
interviews with the movement’s founders and activists from Italy, England,
Germany, Switzerland, the United States, and Canada. Featuring previously
unpublished conversations with Silvia Federici and Mariarosa Dalla Costa, the
book highlights the power and originality of the movement, detailing its theoretical
and organizational innovations around the unrecognized forms of labour
performed largely by women. Wages for Housework is a major contribution to the
history of feminist and anti-capitalist movements and a provocative intervention
into contemporary conversations about the changing nature of work and the
gendered labour market.
The Pulpit Commentary was first published between 1880 and 1919 and is a highly
respected work written by conservative, trustworthy men. Containing over 22,000 pages
and 95,000 entries, it is one of the largest and best-selling homiletic commentary sets
of all time. It was directed by editors Joseph Exell and Henry Donald Maurice SpenceJones and utilized more than 100 authors over a 30-year span. When reading this
commentary, it is not difficult to see why it has remained a favorite amongst pastors for
more than 100 years. There are three key elements which set this apart from its
contemporaries, the first being that it gives an exposition, or verse-by-verse, annotation
of each verse in the Bible. The second element is that it explores the framework of the
text, the homiletics. Finally, it supplies the homilies with multiple model sermons from
various authors. Also included is a translation as well as historical and geographical
information. The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle declared, “This
commentary bids fair to take a conspicuous place among the ever-multiplying aids to
the study of the Holy Scriptures. It will revive the great work of Lange, and will far
exceed the Speaker's Commentary in the bulk and fullness of its material. The
peculiarity of the Pulpit Commentary is that it offers special assistance to the preacher:
first by giving him a critical and exegetical exposition of the text of Scripture, and then
providing him with succinct and helpful directions as to the preachable aspects of the
chapter and paragraph already explained." The print edition of this set typically retails
for more than $1,000 making the current offered price a very good bargain. Due to its
size, it has been broken up into nine separate volumes: Volume 1 Genesis to Joshua
Volume 2 Judges to 2 Kings Volume 3 1 Chronicles to Job Volume 4 Psalms to Song of
Songs Volume 5 Isaiah to Daniel Volume 6 Hosea to Malachi Volume 7 Matthew to
John Volume 8 Act to Philippians Volume 9 Colossians to Revelation The footnotes
have been placed in line with the text with each footnote number enclosed in red
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brackets (i.e.: []) and the text in green. There is also a linked table of contents at the
beginning of each volume for ease of navigation. Key Features * Over 22,000 pages
with more than 95,000 entries * One of the largest and exhaustive commentary sets of
its kind * Contributions from over 100 authors * Expositions—with thorough verse-byverse commentary of each verse of the Bible * Homiletics—with the framework or overall
look of the text * Homilies—four to six sample sermons from various authors * Detailed
information on Biblical customs * Historical and geographical information * Translations
of key Hebrew and Greek words All 23 Volumes of the printed version are included in
these nine volumes. 1. Genesis/Exodus 2. Leviticus/Numbers 3.
Deuteronomy/Joshua/Judges 4. Ruth/1&2 Samuel 5. 1&2 Kings 6. 1&2 Chronicles 7.
Ezra/Nehemiah/Esther/Job 8. Psalms 9. Proverbs/Ecclesiastes/Song of Solomon 10.
Isaiah 11. Jeremiah/Lamentations 12. Ezekiel 13. Daniel/Hosea/Joel 14. Amos Malachi 15. Matthew 16. Mark/Luke 17. John 18. Acts/Romans 19. 1&2 Corinthians 20.
Galatians - Colossians 21. 1&2 Thessalonians - James 22. 1&2 Peter - Revelation
With supernatural blue eyes and a commanding presence, Betsy, Veronica, and
Brittany are spellbound with their mysterious adversary. But when they discover how
much he knows about them, and that he intends to kill them for their faith, they realize
they won't make it out alive—unless they deny the Messiah.
"The word of God is living and operative" (Hebrews 4:12a). It is "living" and not just
letter because it gives life. The Scriptures are "operative" because they contain not only
theological ideas to be pondered but also spiritual realities to be experienced. For
"every scripture is divinely inspired [God-breathed], and profitable for teaching, for
conviction, for correction, for instruction in righteousness; that the man of God may be
complete, fully fitted to every good work" (II Timothy 3:16-17). "Ye search the
scriptures," said the Lord Jesus Christ, "for ye think that in them ye have life eternal,
and they it is which bear witness concerning me; and ye will not come to me that ye
might have life" (John 5:39-40). It behooves us, therefore, to diligently read the Bible
and meditate on it. To encourage God's people to study God's word, brother Stephen
Kaung delivered a series of messages on the sixty-six books of the Bible. Commencing
in 1983, each Lord's day the survey of one book was shared from the New Testament;
and a similar sharing from the Old Testament commenced in 1986. Each message is
merely a panoramic view of each book of the Bible; a tasting of the sweetness of God's
word. The aim is to provide the saints with some basic understanding in their search of
God's word. These being spoken messages, no acknowledgement of the names of the
many commentaries consulted is indicated. This survey of the Holy Bible will be
published as Volume I and Volume II under the overall title of God Has Spoken: with
Volume I bearing the subtitle, Seeing Christ in the Old Testament, and consisting of two
physical volumes, Part One (Genesis to Song of Songs) and Part Two (Isaiah to
Malachi); and Volume II bearing the subtitle, Seeing Christ in the New Testament. May
God use these volumes to increase our love for His word.
In a world where inhabitants co-exist with companions; their allies, confidants,
protectors, and friends ... the River flows ... and its currents are shifting in many
directions.As leaders on two continents, that have been separated for over five
centuries, come together to form an alliance ... can their motives be trusted?In
Carasayer, Emperor Magnar wants to expand his empire. He must keep his true
motives hidden and remain wary of his adversary, 'The Black' of Selenta, but is his true
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enemy closer than he realises ... waiting in the shadows?In Selenta, the largest country
in Elyssa, tensions are rising. Governed by the Hands and forced to live in a corrupt
caste system, a group of rebels - the Scarlett Hand - have a dynamic new leader, and
are posing more of a threat as they become stronger. Nala Yagin, a Selentan training
sergeant, takes the Forbidden Step after witnessing the atrocities conducted by the
Black Hand - fully merging with his wolf companion, and fleeing to safety in the forest
known as The Forbidden. Is this a sanctuary for those who have merged?As Nala tries
to familiarise himself with his new form, he meets the River Runners. He forms strong
bonds with his new friends, but it is not long before he realises that he left one fight for
another. Lives are at stake, and this time he cannot run ... the war is coming.Amidst all
the change, the River runs ...
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian future in which everything and
everyone is slave to a tyrannical regime lead by The Party. Winston Smith works for the
Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares out from every
poster, the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with
Julia, he discovers that life does not have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to
new possibilities. Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle overhead, Winston
and Julia begin to question the Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big
Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind. For those with original thoughts they
invented Room 101. . .
FROM THE #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE THIS MAN TRILOGY.... What do you do
when you can't control your feelings for someone? When you know you shouldn't go there?
Not even in your head. Annie has never experienced the 'spark' with a guy-the kind of instant
chemistry that steals your breath and blindsides you completely. Until a night out with friends
brings her face to face with the wickedly sexy and mysterious Jack. It's not just a spark that
ignites between them. It's an explosion. Jack promises to consume Annie, and he fully delivers
on that promise. Overwhelmed by the intensity of their one night together, Annie slips out of
their hotel room. She is certain that a man who's had such a powerful impact on her and who
could bend her to his will so easily, must be dangerous. But she's already in too deep. And
Jack isn't only dangerous. He is forbidden.
The authors of the studies on the Mishnah collected in the present volumes represent the best
of contemporary scholarship on that document. In the past thirty years, the Mishnah seen as a
document on its own terms has taken its place as a principal focus in the academic study of
religion and of Judaism. Many university scholars have participated in the contemporary
revolution in the description, analysis, and interpretation of the Mishnah. Nearly all the
publishing scholars of the academy (as distinct from the yeshiva or rabbinical seminary) who
are now at work are represented in this project, ultimately planned for three volumes. In this
and the companion volumes, the editors place on display a broad selection of approaches to
the study of the Mishnah in the contemporary academy. What they prove in diverse ways is
that the Mishnah defines the critical focus of the study of Judaism. It is a document that
rewards study in the academic humanities. Because many viewpoints register here, this is the
most representative selection of contemporary Mishnah-study available in any state-of-thequestion-collection in a Western language.
We human beings are burdened by our tendencies to harshly judge others and ourselves.
Unfortunately for believers, this bent is as prevalent in the church as in the world. Pastor and
author Gregory A. Boyd calls readers to a higher standard through understanding the true
manner in which God views humanity: as infinitely worthwhile and lovable. Only an attitude
shift in how we perceive ourselves in light of God's love can impact how we relate to people
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and transform our judgmental nature. Believers wrestling with the reality of God's love and
Christians struggling with judging in the local church will appreciate this examination of how we
move from a self-centered to a Christ-centered life.
In this 'Forbidden Chapters' book you will find lost gems from the first three books in the
Afterlife Saga. As a request from all you wonderful Afterlife fans, I have compiled them all
together for you, creating Part 1 of the Forbidden Chapters, so that you might enjoy these add
extras. So, if you can't get enough of Draven, Vincent and Lucius, along with some of your
other favourite characters from these three books, then look no further for your next Afterlife
fix.Includes, sneaky 'Afterlife' break ins, first dates with domineering bosses and Vampire
Kings. Drunken dirty dancing, mountain top massacres, violent vampire lessons and even a
sexy bath or two.
Following on the heels of the successful New Testament for Everyone commentaries by
acclaimed scholar and author N. T. Wright, Westminster John Knox is pleased to announce the
first volumes in the all new Old Testament for Everyone Bible commentary series. John
Goldingay, an internationally respected Old Testament scholar, authors this ambitious series,
treating every passage of Scripture from Genesis to Malachi, addressing the texts in such a
way that even the most challenging passages are explained simply and concisely. Perfect for
daily devotions, Sunday school prep, or brief visits with the Bible, the Old Testament for
Everyone series is an excellent resource for the modern lay reader. The book of Genesis is a
lively read featuring familiar biblical tales such as the creation of the world, Adam and Eve and
the forbidden fruit, Noah and the flood, Abraham and Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, the Tower of
Babel, and Sodom and Gomorrah. While readers may know the facts of these stories,
Goldingay's work will instill in them a deeper understanding of their spiritual and theological
significance. True to the For Everyone series' goal, Goldingay writes in a thoroughly accessible
and engaging style with chapter titles such as "Friday Lunchtime," "Bigamy, Music,
Technology, Murder," "Babylon becomes Babble-on," "Stuff Happens," and "Two Guys Who
Need Their Heads Banged Together."

Following on the heels of the successful New Testament for Everyone
commentaries by acclaimed scholar and author N. T. Wright, Westminster John
Knox is pleased to announce the first volumes in the all new Old Testament for
Everyone Bible commentary series. John Goldingay, an internationally respected
Old Testament scholar, authors this ambitious series, treating every passage of
Scripture from Genesis to Malachi, addressing the texts in such a way that even
the most challenging passages are explained simply and concisely. Perfect for
daily devotions, Sunday school prep, or brief visits with the Bible, the Old
Testament for Everyone series is an excellent resource for the modern lay
reader. The book of Genesis is a lively read featuring familiar biblical tales such
as the creation of the world, Adam and Eve and the forbidden fruit, Noah and the
flood, Abraham and Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, the Tower of Babel, and Sodom
and Gomorrah. While readers may know thefactsof these stories, Goldingay's
work will instill in them a deeper understanding of their spiritual and theological
significance. True to the For Everyone series' goal, Goldingay writes in a
thoroughly accessible and engaging style with chapter titles such as "Friday
Lunchtime," "Bigamy, Music, Technology, Murder," "Babylon becomes Babbleon," "Stuff Happens," and "Two Guys Who Need Their Heads Banged Together."
Brings Biblical opposing viewpoints to the traditional monotheistic, trinitarian,
beliefs of God. Other long held cornerstones of the establishment are also
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challenged such as the gender and sexuality of God. The Big-Bang is used as a
source for creation and understanding the composition of God, Divine Beings
(Angels and Demons) as well as Heaven, Hell, and Creation. The relationship
between the Divine and Humanity is also completely redefined. As with all of the
B.E.R. books, the discussion is candid and groundbreaking.
Reproduction of the original from the Yale Law School Library.
Hidden in the forgotten tunnels beneath the castle of Thorilleia lies an ancient
book written by a powerful wizard. Two young men set out to find the book, which
is said to contain a mysterious secret. Their journey takes them across rugged
mountains and through dense forests where they encounter dangerous creatures
and strange cultures. When they reach Thorilleia, they find themselves thrust into
a pivotal role in a war between great kingdoms. Loaded with action and
unexpected twists, Dragon's Dust is not just a quest for riches and power; it's an
adventure story where integrity, determination, and courage prevail in dire
circumstances.
An examination of the meaning of moral responsibility in literature and our
everday lives suggests that we live in a violated world that dismisses taboos
The one thing that isn t a secret is that our world is in a monstrous MESS! A
murderous mob has seized control of our planet. They have chilling plans for you
and your family. The elite have sworn to suppress the forbidden secret, discredit
it, and keep it from the public. They have deceitfully manipulated every aspect of
our society mentally conditioning us to doubt, ignore, or reject the survival
strategy offered in The Forbidden Secret. But a powerful figure is set to smash
their agenda. Meanwhile, a rescue plan is in place, and simple steps will
guarantee your survival."
First published in 1938, 'Anthem' is a dystopian fiction novel by British writer Ayn
Rand. It takes place at some unspecified future date when mankind has entered
another dark age. Technological advancement is now carefully planned and the
concept of individuality has been eliminated.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When this relentless rogue FBI agent
comes knocking, her adversaries will have to answer—with their lives—in this
thrilling Jane Hawk novel by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Silent Corner. “Koontz continues the incredible saga of the robust character of
Jane Hawk, and it’s as terrific as the others in the series.”—Associated Press
“We’re rewriting the play, and the play is this country, the world, the future. We
break Jane’s heart, we’ll also break her will.” She was one of the FBI’s top
agents until she became the nation’s most-wanted fugitive. Now Jane Hawk may
be all that stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a powerful secret
society’s terrifying mind-control technology. She couldn’t save her husband, or
the others whose lives have been destroyed, but equipped with superior tactical
and survival skills—and the fury born of a broken heart and a hunger for
justice—Jane has struck major blows against the insidious cabal. But Jane’s
enemies are about to hit back hard. If their best operatives can’t outrun her, they
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mean to bring her running to them, using her five-year-old son as bait. Jane
knows there’s no underestimating their capabilities, but she must battle her way
back across the country to the remote shelter where her boy is safely hidden . . .
for now. As she moves resolutely forward, new threats begin to emerge: a
growing number of brain-altered victims driven hopelessly, violently insane. With
the madness spreading like a virus, the war between Jane and her enemies will
become a fight for all their lives—against the lethal terror unleashed from behind
the forbidden door. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk
thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED
STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The
Forbidden Door “Compelling and enthralling.”—New York Journal of Books “Mindblowing. . . [a] gripping series . . . a thrill ride. [Dean Koontz is] able to distract
you for hours.”—Bookreporter “Koontz is on another roll with a new series that
boasts a juicy premise and a compelling star. . . . Pure gold.”—Booklist
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